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The Performance of Bursa Malaysia
and its Causality Effect with South

Korea, Taiwan and Japan Stock
Exchanges: 2000 - 2004

OmarSamat
Zuraidah Ismail

Jaslin Md Dah/an
Faculty ofBusiness Management,

Universiti Teknologi MARA (UiTM), Malaysia
Email: omars910@iohor.uitm.edu.my

ABSTRACT

This study examines the effect ofreturns from South Korea, Taiwan andJapan
Stock Exchanges on the Bursa Malaysia in the year 2000 to 2004. The return
from an individual stock exchange is no longer exclusive but with effect of
globalization, it is also influenced by activities happening in other countries.
The sources ofco-movements between stock markets are ofgreat importance
both for international investors and academics. A better knowledge of the
underlyingfactors may improve portfolio management and help to assess the
degree offinancial integration and efficiency.

These four economies are significantly different in terms ofthe size of
each economy, degree ofdevelopment, rate ofgrowth, andmaturity offinancial
markets. Regarding the maturity offinancial markets, Japan is considered
developed markets, while Korea, Malaysia and Taiwan are considered to be
emerging markets and do not have a completely open equity market toforeign
investors.

The 'granger causality' test will be employed to determine the causality
effect between Bursa Malaysia and these stock exchanges. In addition, to
measure the performance ofeach market the 'buy and hold' abnormal returns
approach will be applied. Earlier indication does show that there is no
causality effect between Bursa Malaysia with Taiwan and Japan Stock
Exchanges. The results on the stock markets performance shows that the Bursa
Malaysia did significantly outperform all the three markets in this study.

ISSN 1675-7017
(0 2006 Universiti Teknologi MARA (UiTM), Malaysia.
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Introduction

The sources ofco-movements between stock markets are ofgreat importance
both for international investors and academics. A better knowledge of the
underlying factors may improve portfolio management and help to assess the
degree offinancial integration and efficiency.

These four economies are significantly different in terms ofthe size ofeach
economy, degree of development, rate of growth, and maturity of financial
markets. Regarding the maturity of financial markets, Japan is considered
developed markets, while Korea, Malaysia and Taiwan are considered to be
emerging markets and do not have a completely open equity market to foreign
investors.

One ofthose significant developments occurred in the ASEAN economies
is the implementations ofderegulation and liberalization offinancial markets in
this region. Specifically, in the latter half of the ]980s and early years of the
I990s, most of the governments ofASEAN gradually liberalized their stock
markets, giving foreign investors the opportunity to invest in domestic
securities. The rapid developments oftelecommunications networks have greatly
facilitated the dissemination of information, hence providing easier access for
domestic and international investors to these markets.

In the econometric literature there now exists many alternative estimation
methods that permit valid testing ofcausal inferences among variables which
are known to be co-integrated, used in this study is the Granger F-tests.

Problem Statement

This paper empirically investigates the significant relationships between Bursa
Malaysia Composite Index and three others world indices which are Tokyo
Stock Exchange (Japan), Taiwan Stock Exchange Index (Taiwan) and Korean
Stock Exchange Index (South Korea) from year 2000 to 2004. The rationale for
choosing the Japan, Korea and Taiwan markets are due to their close
relationship with the Malaysian economy and these markets offer
opportunities for evaluating the performance ofBursa Malaysia. Specifically,
this study attempts to find out whether there is any causality relationship
Bursa Malaysia Composite Index and stock indices ofthe Japan, Korean and
Taiwan stock exchanges. In order to examine these effects, the daily data of
those stock market returns indexes are examined.

This study is designed to employ Granger Causality Test that closely
follows Anoruo, Ramchander and Thiewes (2003), Baharumshah, Sarmidi, and
Tan (2003), and Roca (1999) in determining which indexes have greater
influence on Bursa Malaysia Composite Index.

On the other part ofthe study, we analyze the performance ofone exchange
to another since an adverse performance might cause outflow ofportfolio funds
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The Performance ofBursa Malaysia and its Causality Effect

from the low performance markets to the high performance markets. The buy
and hold abnormal returns method ofby Barber and Lyon (1996 and 1997) will
be employed for this study to examine the performance of Bursa Malaysia as
compared to those stock markets ofJapan, Korea and Taiwan.

The findings of this study will shed some light on the behavior of Bursa
Malaysia in respect to the behavior of Japan, Korea and Taiwan Exchanges.
The examination of the performance of Bursa Malaysia against those three
markets will provide valuable information on the future movements ofportfolio
funds in this region. Since the movement of portfolio funds does affect the
balance of payment ofa country, thus the results of this research can be used
to as a factor in predicting the economic growth ofthis country.

Literature Review

The interdependence ofregional stock markets has been the subject ofextensive
research during the last decade, originated from studies concerning international
portfolio diversification. The researchers, like Grubel (1968), Levy and Samat
(1970), Solnik (1988) used mean-variance analyses of international share price
integration. Granger and Mortensten (1970) applied multivariate spectral
techniques to the key world stock price indices and found limited evidence of
global share price integration, an outcome challenged by Hilliard (1979).

Co-dependence of Asian Stock Markets

The main focus of the empirical research works has been the national stock
markets of industrialized countries, which are considered as fundamentally
established markets. More recently, the Asian stock markets are getting more
attention from researchers, partly as a result of their high rates of economic
growth and the 1997 Asian financial crisis. In this context, Masih and Masih
(1997, 1999,2001) have made a significant contribution to the literature, not
only addressing the fundamental issue of stock markets interdependencies,
but to provide further understanding of the patterns of these linkages and the
nature of the propagation mechanism driving the Asian stock market
fluctuations.

On the other hand, Baekaert and Harvey (1995) observed that the level of
integration between emerging markets (including Malaysia) with developed
markets have increased. Studies by Bae, Cha and Cheung (1998) as well as
Johnson and Soenen (2002) revealed that the Asian stock markets including
Malaysia have strongly integrated with the Japanese markets. Bilson et aI.
(200 I) found that the regional integration among stock markets in Malaysia, the
Philippines, South Korea, Taiwan and Thailand is faster than their integration
with the other global markets.
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Gong, et al (2004) studied the nature ofthe dynamic relationship among
stock markets within the same geographicalarea - namelythe performance of
seven stock markets in the Asian region namely Malaysia, Hong Kong,
Indonesia, Japan, the Philippines,Singaporeand Thailand, from January 1990
to December 1998.

Evidence from analysis by TodaandYamamoto (1995) found that the U.S
played the leadingrole.At the global level,while HongKongis the leader in the
Southeast Asian region. Masih and Masih (200 I) found in their investigation
that the dynamicscausal linkagesamongstninemajorinternational stock indices
and interestingly found that the growing role ofthe Japanese market as a long
run leader in influencingthe propagation mechanism drivinginternationalstock
market linkages, includingthe emergingAsianstock markets.

Granger Causality Test

The Granger causality test is a simple way to ascertain whether a particular
market is affected by innovations in other markets. The test indicates that
innovations in one market can help forecasta one-step-aheadreturn in another
market

A series is said to "Granger-cause" another series if past values of the
first are useful in predicting the second, i.e. the former precedes the latter
inter-temporally (Heckelman, 2000). If one variable does not cause the other
in this temporal sense, then lagged values ofthat variable should not improve
the predictive power of the other variable beyond simply including its own
lags.

Data and Research Methodology

The data set is developed from a daily timeseries ofthe followingshare prices
indices: BursaMalaysia, theKoreaComposite, Japan'sNikkeiandTaiwan Weight
index. The daily closing value ofeach index for the period January 2, 2000 to
December 31, 2004, is extracted from Datastream.The four index series were
denominated in local currenciesand werenot convertedto US dollar.This is to
showthe impactoflocal economicconditionsandeconomicpoliciesthatcauses
the share price interdependence at its best.

Data

The mainobjectiveof thisstudyisto examine theperformance of BursaMalaysia
(8M). This study also compares the performance of 8M with closing share
pricesindices: theKoreaComposite (KC),Japan'sNikkei(IN) andTaiwan Weight
(TW) index.The dailyreturn indexdatawillbe gatheredforall stockexchanges
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for the period ofJanuary 2000 to December 2004. The data will be collected from
Datastream.

The study on the performance of the BM is to determine the effect of the
BM on the other exchanges during 5 years (January 2000 to December 2004). A
question arises as to whether the performance ofBM is significantly different
from other Stock Exchanges (South Korea, Japan and Taiwan) or whether the
performance ofBM is not influenced by them, collectively or individually.

Testing Methodologies

UnitRootTests

The unit root tests serve as preliminary step to determine the order ofintegration
for each ofthese stock price indices. Weemployed the Phillips-Perron unit root
tests to check for stationary of the stock market indices series of the four
countries. To test for stationary of the series, we use the Phillips-Perron (PP)
test. This test is to consider the following model:

': = a + Y '-I + Il,

where,

': present value ofa variable
Yt-I immediate past values ofa variable
Il, stationary error term.

Ifthe absolute value ofthe computed t-statistic for t: exceeds the absolute
critical value given in Me Kinnon (1990), then the null hypothesis of the X
series is not stationary must be rejected against its alternative. A rejection of
the unit root hypothesis implies that the variables are stationary.

If on the other hand, it is less than the critical value, it can be concluded
that the level of X is non-stationary. In this case, the same regression must be
repeated for the first difference ofthe logarithmic value ofthe series.

Johansen BivariateCo-integrationAnalysis

The next step is to examine if two variables are co-integrated. This study will
employ the Johansen test to examine ifany two stock markets are co-integrated,
and then one could be used to predict the other.

Selection of the model form depends on the likelihood ratio (LR) test
statistics, which denote LR, based on eigenvalue. Ifthe LR value is larger than
the critical value, the null hypothesis ofno co-integration is rejected. If on the
other hand, it is less than the critical value, we fail to reject the null hypothesis
between the variables.
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Co-integration Equation:

Null Hypothesis: No co-integration

The rejectionofNull Hypothesis concluded thatthestockmarket isco-integrated
and has a long run co-integrating relationship.

Measuring Abnormal Returns

Brownand Warner(1980) illustratedthe modelsforgeneratingex ante expected
returns. They are the most frequently applied models in event studies. The
modelsare as follows:

1. Mean Adjusted Returns

The MeanAdjusted Returnsmodelassumesthat the ex ante expected return for
a given security i is equal to a constant Kiwhich is not necessarily the same for
all securities:

E( Rj ) = K, . This situationwouldhold if interestrates, risk premia, and the
expected returns ofsecurities remain constant over time.

2 Market and RiskAdjusted Returns

This model presumes that some version of the Capital Asset Pricing Model
determineexpectedreturns. Forexample, in Black(1972):

E( Rit) =E( R Z1) + b [E( Rmt)- E( R Z1») =Kit

for any security i, where Rzt is the return on a minimumvariance portfolio of
risky assets which is uncorrelated with the market portfolio. In the Capital
Asset Pricing. Model benchmark, the Rzt is the return on a risk-free security.
The abnormal return ait is equal to Rit- [Rzt +Pi (Rmt- Rzt»)' To implement this
model Amust first be estimated. Model 2 collapses to Model I if a security's
systematic risk is constant over time.

3. MarketAdjusted Returns

This model assumesthat the ex ante expectedreturnsare equal across securities
but not necessarily constant for a given security. The assumption that the
market portfolioofriskyassets is a linearcombinationof all securities results in
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for any security i. The ex post abnormal return on any security i is
determined by subtracting the market portfolio return from that security's
return: e il = R it - R

ml
• This model will collapse to model 2 and is consistent

with the Capital Asset Pricing Model if all securities have systematic risk
equal to I.

4. Matched/Control Portfolio Benchmark Model

The matched or control portfolio benchmark model, also known as the
"difference in returns" benchmark, is the least widely used model in standard
event studies. I

The abnormal return is calculated by subtracting the return on portfolio q
from portfolio p: e i t = R pi - R q t" Another version ofthis model (for example,
Vermaelen, 1981) determines abnormal returns for individual securities as the
difference between actual security returns and the return on a reference portfolio
ofsecurities in the same beta risk group.

Typically, for security i and monthly period r the abnormal return is:

AR iT = R iT - R mT

For a sample ofn securities, the average abnormal returns for period Tare
determined as follows:

1 n

ARt =n~ ARi'~
i -I

One of the methods of accumulating abnormal returns over time is the
Cumulative Abnormal Returns technique as employed by Fama, Fisher, Jensen
and Roll (1969).

The Cumulative Abnormal Returns for a given event-related period T is
defined as the value of the Cumulative Abnormal Returns in previous event
periods plus the current value ofthe average abnormal returns:

CARr=CAR r_ l
+ ARr

T

CA~= L AI\
t=1

where;

AR
I
= the average abnormal return at time t
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Calculating the average abnormal return and its standard errors across
securities to give a t-statistic as follows can test the significance ofthe abnormal
returns:

n
_1_ )"(AR - AR )2
n·l.... it tt=1 1

The significance ofthe cumulative abnormal return is determined as follows

t - ARtCAR - _

n
1 ""( )2n:T L ARot- ARt_

t=1 1

where, CARt is the cumulative abnormal return at time t

5. Buy-and-Hold Abnormal Returns

Barber and Lyon (1997) defined the buy-and-hold abnormal return ofa sample
finn as the difference between the buy-and-hold return ofthe sample finn less
the equally weighted buy-and-hold return ofthe matched firms in the benchmark
portfolio.

[

8 + T JBHAR = TI (1 + Rid)
ksT t=.

where,

BHAR ksT= the buy-and-hold abnormal return ofsecurity k from period s to
period s + T, S is the beginning period.

1\ the rate ofreturn ofsecurity k at time t
RIQI the rate of return ofsecurity i in matched benchmark q at time t

This methodology does not automatically suggest a particular composition
for the benchmark portfolio. On the other hand, the application ofthe skewness
adjusted t-statistic to test the significance ofthe buy-and-hold abnormal returns
of the sample firms is the most appropriate. Besides its ability to test the
significance ofthe observed abnormal returns, the skewness-adjusted t-statistic
is also convenient to apply.
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The skewness-adjusted t-statistics is defined as:

where;

ts~ =

s =

v
y

rr: [ 1v2 1 v],'\In s+-yS +-y
3 6n I

- 3
no( ARt)

t sa the skewness-adjusted t-statistic

y the estimate ofthe coefficient of skewness

Findings and Analysis

UnitRootTests

To test the order of integration for each ofthe five ASEAN stock price indices,
we use the non-parametric PP p-test (Phillips and Perron, 1988) and Dickey
Fuller, Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) (Said & Dickey, 1984). The unit root
test statistics revealed that each series is non-stationary in log levels but
stationary in log first differences. Table I summarizes the Phillip Peron tests for
Unit Root in the four stocks market. The table shows that all stock markets in
their level form are I(1) while the first difference was 1(0). It means that the stock
price become stationary after differencing once.

Table I: Phillip Perron Unit Root Test Result

Variables Levels 151Difference

Malaysia

Japan

Korea

Taiwan

-2.5560

-2.1705

-3.2283

-3.2148

(-3.4165)

(-3.4165)

(-3.4165)

(-3.4165)
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From the table, the numbers in bracket shows the 5 % critical value due to
Mc Kinnon (1990). The second and third columns summarize the Phillip-Perron
test statistics of the variables questioned in their own levels.

The statistics show that all variables in the analysis are stationary in the
first difference. It also shows that all series displays a unit root in their level
form. While the first differences ofthe series are taken, the Phillip-Perron test
statistics become significant. Therefore, the series are 1(1) processes and they
are integrated ofthe same order.

Johansen Co-integration Test

Table 2 shows the result ofJohansen Co-integration Test for the KLCI and the
other stock markets (i.e, Taiwan Stock Market, Japan DS Stock market and
Korea SE Stock Market (KOSPI).

Table 2: Co-integration ofAsian Stock Price with Malaysia

Variables Likelihood Eigenvalue 5 % Critical
Ratio value

Japan None 10.2466 0.0076 15.41

At most 1 2.3113 0.0022 3.76

Taiwan None 11.8036 0.0015 15.41

At most 1 1.5185 0.0169 3.76

Korea None 19.2925 0.0169 15.41

At most 1 1.5276 0.0015 3.76

In Johansen Co-integration test, the co-integration relation between KLCI
and the other variables are determined separately. The results ofthe likelihood
ratio (LR) test on the Korea Stock Market and Malaysia Stock Market indicate
that the null hypothesis of no co-integration is rejected. It shows that only
Malaysia and Korea stock markets are co-integrated. It means that both markets
have long run relationship.

Meanwhile, the test on Malaysia Stock Market to Japan Stock Market and
Taiwan Stock Market failed to reject the null hypothesis ofno co-integration. It
means that both markets have a short run relationship to KLCI.
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Granger Causality Effect

Table 3: Pairwise Granger CausalityTest

Null Hypothesis Lags Obs FStat Prob.

LJAP does not Granger Cause LMAL 2 1043 0.3662 0.6935

LMAL does not Granger Cause LJAP 1.5045 0.2226

LKOR does not Granger Cause LMAL 2 1043 9.8726 5.7E-05

LMAL does not Granger Cause LKOR 0.3723 0.6893

LTAI does not Granger Cause LMAL 2 1043 2.4720 0.0849

LMAL does not Granger Cause LTAI 3.3883 0.0341

From table 3, we observe that Malaysia Stock Market does not have any
influence on the three Stock markets. But the test suggests that we reject the
null hypothesis ofLKOR does not Granger Cause LMAL~ meaning that Korea
Stock Market has influence to the Malaysia Stock Market.

From the test, we can conclude that Taiwan stock Market and Japan Stock
market do not have any influence on Malaysia Stock Market. So, the changes in
both markets would not change the Malaysia Stock market.

Performance of Bursa Malaysia

Performance ofBursa Malaysia from 2000 to 2004 is rather impressive. However
this good performance is meaningless without appropriate benchmarks as
comparison. Therefore, the Japan, Korean and Taiwan Stock Exchanges
performance were used collectively as a benchmark in order to measure the
performance ofBursa Malaysia for the year 2000 to 2004. The objective is to
determine whether these three markets collectively manage to outperform the
performance of Bursa Malaysia during the period under observation. The
hypothesis being tested was on whether Average Buy and Hold Abnormal
Returns of each ofthe three markets is equal to zero or not equal to zero.

Ho : BHAR 0
HA : BHAR * 0
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Table 4: Performance ofJapan, Korea and Taiwan Stock Exchanges

Against Bursa Malaysia2000 - 2004

BHAR AVERAGE
MONTHS Tsa

JAPAN KOREA TAIWAN BHAR

I -0.1525 0.2044 -0.3128 -0.0870 -0.5321
3 0.2783 0.2294 0.2990 0.2689 4.9715 *
5 -0.4217 -0.2508 -0.3913 -0.3546 -3.7596 *
8 0.1296 0.0819 0.0399 0.0838 3.3242 *
12 -0.0208 0.1247 -0.0543 0.0165 0.3383
17 -0.0548 -0.0443 -0.0827 -0.0606 -6.7541 *
18 0.0552 0.2970 -0.0058 0.1155 1.3772
23 -0.1135 -0.1543 -0.1374 -0.1351 -8.6142 *
24 -0.0017 0.0274 -0.0227 0.0010 0.0798
28 0.3107 0.1869 0.1472 0.2149 5.4673 *
30 -0.0971 0.0057 -0.1163 -0.0692 -1.5708
31 -0.2459 -0.2336 -0.3135 -0.2643 -18.3097 *
32 -0.3511 -0.2683 -0.2852 -0.3015 -20.7733 *
33 -0.0607 -0.0846 -0.1028 -0.0827 -5.9627 *
36 -0.1877 0.1482 0.2343 0.0649 0.4578
40 -0.0461 -0.0742 -0.0344 -0.0516 -5.2976 *
43 -0.1310 -0.0993 -0.0965 -0.1089 -16.8429 *
48 -0.0151 -0.0121 -0.0137 -0.0136 -14.6890 *
56 0.0483 0.0634 0.0564 0.0560 11.3538 *
58 -0.0676 -0.0506 -0.0234 -0.0472 -3.2610 *
00 0.0152 0.0327 -0.0141 0.0112 0.7862

* significant at alphaequal to 5 percent

Table 4 above shows the BHAR of Japan, Korean and Taiwan stock
exchanges collectively against the performance ofBursa Malaysia. The result
of this study reveals that Bursa Malaysia performance is quite better than the
performance ofthose three markets. Bursa Malaysia returns during the period
under examination is significantly better at the 5 percent confidence level.
However, during some short-term periods the results are not that conclusive.
The finding of this study had provided new empirical evidence on the
performance ofthese stock exchanges from year 2000 to 2004.

Conclusions

In this study, we examine the dynamic co-integrations among the four East
Asian stock markets, including Taiwan, Japan, Korea, and Malaysia. While the
literature suggests the existence of significant interactions between the four
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markets, several tests were conducted to prove such a claim. The tests results
from the Granger Test showed that Bursa Malaysia did not affect Korea Stock
Exchange. However, as expected, Bursa Malaysia does not affect the other
stock markets, namely Japan Stock Exchange and Taiwan Stock Exchange.

The findings agreed with the findings by Roca and Selvanathan (200 I)
that there is dependence among the Asian stock exchanges. In addition, the
study also agreed with Meric and Meric (1989), who stated that the choice of
sample period may affect the stock market relationship being not stable. This is
because the sample period in this study is post-I 997-crisis. There could be
some explanation on the dependence of Korea Stock Exchange with Bursa
Malaysia.

One possible explanation for this intra-Asian stock markets integration is
their strong economic ties, especially their trade and investment that has indirectly
linked their stock indices. Phylaktis and Ravazzolo (2002) pointed out that
economic integration between countries might provide a channel for linking
stock markets even in the presence of foreign exchange controls. Potentially,
future research is possible to uncover the forces generating these intra-Asian
stock market linkages and to understand the driving force behind stock market
relationships.

The results of this study also reveals that Bursa Malaysia performed is
relatively better than the performance ofthe other three markets. Bursa Malaysia
returns during the period under examination is significantly better at the 5
percent confidence level.

Limitations of this analysis should not be ignored. The study can further
study the effects of the other stock exchanges with Bursa Malaysia. Another
useful extension of the paper would be to adjust for differences in relative
market sizes and its international linkages with other major stock exchanges of
the world.
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